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S

herlock’s statement is most often quoted to imply that uncommon
scenarios can all be explained away by reason and logic. This is miss
ing the point. The quote’s power is in the elimination of the impos
sible before engaging in such reasoning. The present authors seek to expose
a similar misapplication of methodology as it exists throughout information
security and offer a framework by which to elevate the common Watson.
There was a time when one might answer the question, “What do you do?” with “computer
security,” but even five years ago generalists were beginning to be scarce, or, as one of us
wrote:
While some people like to say, “Specialization is for insects,” tell me that the
security field itself is not specializing. We have people who are expert in forensics
on specific operating system localizations, expert in setting up intrusion response,
expert in analyzing large sets of firewall rules using non-trivial set theory, expert
in designing egress filters for universities that have no ingress filters, expert in
steganographically watermarking binaries, and so forth. Generalists are becoming
rare, and they are being replaced by specialists. This is biologic speciation in action,
and the narrowing of ecologic niches. In rough numbers, there are somewhere close
to 5,000 various technical certifications you can get in the computer field, and
the number of them is growing thus proving the conjecture of specialization and
speciation is not just for insects and it will not stop. [1]
A year ago, Oppenheimer & Co CISO Henry Jiang offered a visual for the specialization state
of the security world [2]; it has 86 specialties (and commenters asked for more). Yet among
the many specialties that make up security, all recognize the inherent uncertainty created by
a sentient opponent, and all are currently grappling with one of two formulations of the same
problem: (1) there is too much noise and not enough signal, or (2) there is a shortage of quali
fied security professionals, a shortage arguably made more acute by specialization, however
logical specialization is in the face of security pressure as it now is.
Specialization has not proved to be a panacea; we are still beset by errors. Gorovitz and
MacIntyre [3] explored a similar phenomenon in medicine by categorizing errors doctors
were making into three types: failures of ignorance, failures of ineptitude (failing to apply
knowledge that already exists), and necessary fallibility, a kind of prehistoric black swan that
we shall not concern ourselves with here.
In our pursuit of knowledge, we have generated ineptitude. This is not an asseveration about
the security industry; it is rather an allusion to a law, an analytic relationship between preci
sion and recall in search problems [4, 5], and it is our claim that “search problems” is what
information security is all about.
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Explanatory aside:
Library scientists use precision to mean what fraction
of search results are actually useful and recall to
mean what fraction of potentially useful results that
the search actually returned. Epidemiologists know
precision as predictive value positive, what fraction
of positive tests actually have disease, and recall as
sensitivity, what fraction of those with disease will test
positive. As may be obvious, making recall (sensitivity)
rise makes false positives rise, too. Conversely, as
false positives rise, the precision (predictive value of a
positive result) falls.
Security tools mostly deal with answering some form of the
question, “Does this matter?” In vulnerability management, that
question is, “Does this vulnerability pose a risk?” In incident
response, that question is, “Was this a malicious event or a false
positive?” In threat intelligence, it can be said as, “Is this indica
tor malicious or not?”
Each of these questions by whatever name is a statistical test,
a classifier which vendors have tried to answer since before the
time of KDD ’99—a contest for “a predictive model capable of
distinguishing between legitimate and illegitimate connections
in a computer network” [6].
Accuracy, in the technical sense, has little meaning when
searching for rare events. If one in a hundred machines is
infected, I am 99% accurate when I routinely guess that “none
of our machines are infected.” Hence, we turn to measures of
recall and precision when evaluating how “good” we are as an
industry at answering these questions. The hope for all ana
lytic tools is to reduce the number of errors the user makes. Are
present-day security tools reducing failures of ignorance and
failures of ineptitude sufficiently? We illustrate that the answer
is a resounding “no.” But there is hope. We also show that by
measuring existing models through the lens of precision and
recall, small changes to the models can have outsized impact on
error reduction.
The perhaps foreseeable consequence of Ian Grigg’s 2008 article
“The Market for Silver Bullets” [7] has been a maddening prolif
eration of vendors, paralleling the proliferation of cybersecurity
practice specialties. In 2016 alone, venture capital firms laid
out $3.1 billion in funding 279 new security vendors [8]. We’ve
“enjoyed” a 25% compound annual growth rate in venture money
for cybersecurity over the past 13 years, with over $800 million
placed in 2017 Q4 alone, but when a typical organization uses
50+ vendor products at once, the output of that instrumenta
tion means an overload in the volume, velocity, and variability
of the data that describes the ground truth we seek to classify.
It is no surprise that most alerts are never examined. In the
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course of developing security tools, defenses, and processes, we
as an industry have made one simple miscalculation—we have
attempted to output truth, aka results, but instead have output
a vast amount of noise and have overloaded our most precious
resource—the security professional’s time.
Generally speaking, security instrumentation seeks to improve
models on its own grounds—by reducing false positives or by
increasing the search space. While either approach is logical, it
means that vendors always start their analyses at the theoretical
level, move to the population level, and progress steadily towards
the customer’s environment. The result is overwhelming, and
every additional product installed adds to the problem. It would
be better to optimize for the capacity an organization has at hand
and construct models with the feasible in mind. So far as the
present authors know, every CISO survey ever taken has essen
tially found cybersecurity to be a lemons market, one where the
buyer can’t readily tell a low-quality product from a high-quality
one. Investopedia then reminds us that “Ironically, [a lemons
market] creates a disadvantage for the seller of a premium [prod
uct], since the potential buyer’s asymmetric information, and the
resulting fear of getting stuck with a lemon, means that he is not
willing to offer a premium price even though the [product] is of
superior value” [9].

Eliminating the Impossible

We offer a solution widely deployed in practice in other fields and
talked about in the parlor rooms of security. If security tooling
were to focus on analyst enablement, the approach to testing
might be altered to resemble something more akin to medical
practice—cost-effective multi-stage testing and process termi
nation (see [10] for our prior work on testing)—multi-stage so as
to be able to optimize test performance without incurring sideeffects, and process termination when no therapeutic difference
would follow from sharper diagnostic detail even if that detail
were available for free.
Rare does not mean malicious, and building models specifi
cally for very low base rate maliciousness means there is very
little chance your positive test results are true positives. If the
base rate of a non-malicious event, vulnerability, or indicator
is high, we can be fairly certain that our test will categorize a
non-malicious event as such—whatever remains after that is a
new search space, where the base rate of “malicious” to “benign”
is more evenly balanced and hence lends itself better to a second
test, one where precision is the goal. In short, the first tests you
must apply are not the ones that identify the malicious but the
ones that identify the benign. It is conceivable that in a special
ist-heavy field, recall is always > precision, perhaps because
specialization increases hourly rates.
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A Worked Example

Consider ACME, Inc., a fictitious organization constructed by
sampling the data set we have at hand: Kenna Security’s vulner
ability scan data [11]. It contains 8,551,837 assets, 293 organiza
tions, a median vulnerability count per asset of 116, a median
monthly close rate of 25 vulnerabilities per asset, and a median
monthly open rate of 20 vulnerabilities per asset (hence a net
reduction of five vulnerabilities per asset per month).
The fictitious ACME has 10,000 assets; they vary from load
balancers to Linux boxes to printers, and so forth. ACME has
1,160,000 vulnerabilities (116 x 10,000). ACME can remediate
250,000 vulnerabilities in a month (25 x 10,000) during which
time another 200,000 vulnerabilities will be released (20 x
10,000), i.e., ACME has the capacity to reduce total vulnerabili
ties by 50,000 per month (5 x 10,000). ACME’s goal is to remove
the riskiest vulnerabilities from the organization’s environment,
so they turn to the 28% of the in-the-wild detected vulner
abilities that are ranked “critical” by CVSS, meaning 324,800
(1,160,000 x 0.28) vulnerabilities are ACME’s first concern.
But 87.8% of those CVSS criticals are false positives (prior
work at [12]), so ACME’s meaningful effort towards security
is limited to 39,626 (324,000 x (1 − 0.878)) vulnerabilities that
are CVSS true positives. This number (39,626) is well within
ACME’s remediation capacity (39,626 < 50,000), but only if the
remediation is somehow aimed only at true-positive vulnerabili
ties. However, if the level of effort required to remediate 50,000
vulnerabilities is spread across all those 324,800 vulnerabilities
marked as critical, 85% (1 − 50,000/324,800) of ACME’s invest
ment will yield no useful result. Not only that, there will still
be 33,525 ((324,800 − 50,000) x (1 − 0.878)) unremediated true
positive vulnerabilities extant. They go on next year’s budget…
Turning to the threat and incident use cases (and using the base
rates in BalaBit’s contextual security intelligence report [18]),
ACME would collect about 6.78 billion raw log entries per month,
process about 34% of those, getting it down to 2.26 billion pro
cessed log entries, and receive 17,300 alerts per month—one alert
for each 130,635 processed log entries. ACME has the capacity
to investigate 34% of those, that is to say 5,900 (17,300 x 0.34)
alerts. They incur a false-positive rate of 18% while taking an
average of seven minutes to decide whether an alert is or is not
malicious, 688 (5,900 x 7/60) hours of work of which 124 (688 x
0.18) hours is wasted. ACME will correctly classify and inves
tigate 4,800 (5,900 x (1 − 0.18)) of the 17,300 events a month,
neglecting 9,363 ((17,300 − 5,900) x (1 − 0.18)) actually malicious
events because that would require an additional 1,330 ((17,300
− 5,900) x 7/60) hours of labor to get to. If the organization could
handle all 17,300 alerts, 363 (17,300 x 0.18 x 7/60) hours of their
labor would be spent on false positives.
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Capacity Optimality

The following should be treated as axioms:
1. We are data rich and signal poor.
2. Multi-stage testing cost-effectively increases both precision
and recall.
3. Analyst time is the capacity constraint for most security prob
lems (and Cybersecurity Ventures predicts 3.5 million unfilled
cybersecurity positions in 2021).
When we say “Remember the Recall” in the alert scenario,
“recall” means the percentage of alerts investigated that are in
fact malicious. In the vulnerability problem, “recall” means the
percentage of vulnerabilities that are identified as worth actu
ally fixing. In both alerting and in vulnerability remission, false
positives burn analyst time, our most precious resource. But
suppressing false positives is not good enough to be “the” answer
[13]. We have to go multi-stage.
The first-stage test has to find and dismiss absolutely the
maximum number of benign markers be they alerts, vulnerabil
ity notifications, or whatever. This test has to be cheap, which
is to say automated. It has to have no false negatives, that is,
whatever it says is benign has to be benign. Epidemiologists call
this “specificity.” In our ACME example, one alert from 130,635
processed log entries illustrates strongly reduced search space—
discarding the benign as fast as is possible, and there’s a lot of
benign to discard.
Where the first-stage test exists to throw out every datum it
can so long as there are no false negatives, the second-stage test
exists to select every datum it can so long as there are no false
positives. The second stage is the analyst, the person with that
seven-minute budget for selecting true, not false, positives. His
or her tools can be much better if, and only if, the analyst plus
tool combo is presented with a search space with the benign
removed, that is the second stage can really be focused on recall
(sensitivity). Medicine is riddled with this technique [14]. Legal
document review [15] and payment fraud [16] are already there,
too. And for those who want academic backup, see [17].
This framework is necessary to understanding the current
state of security. We exist in a dual-stage testing regime. We
are subject to a low prevalence (rare event) environment. To act
rationally in this scenario, the first test must remove as many
false negatives as it can. This necessarily implies automation
in hopes of increasing the analyst’s seven minutes to a more
reasonable figure. To act with real foresight is to look to methods
that automate the second test as well, saving analyst time for the
highest quality, pre-cleaned data we can provide.
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Assuming that our first test has, as we suggest, high specificity,
it is then safe(r) to automate and bias the second test towards
recall—meaning we work to solve failures of ignorance. But if we
can automate the second test, we can then increase the amount
of time the analyst can spend deciding—meaning we are working
to solve failures of ineptitude. Perhaps then, and only then, will
we get enough minutes back to spend those minutes chasing
those rare birds, the black swans.
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